A study is made of differentiability of the metric projection P onto a closed convex subset K of a Hubert space H. When K has nonempty interior, the Gateaux or Fréchet smoothness of its boundary can be related with some precision to Gateaux or Fréchet differentiability properties of P. For instance, combining results in §3 with earlier work of R. D. Holmes shows that K has a C2 boundary if and only if P is C' in H \ K and its derivative P' has a certain invertibility property at each point. An example in §5 shows that if the C2 condition is relaxed even slightly then P can be nondifferentiable (Fréchet) in H \ K.
example, we show that there exists a set K with C2-boundary such that PK is nowhere Fréchet differentiable in H \ K. We also examine various questions concerning the existence of the Gateaux or Fréchet derivative of PK at a single point, and we characterize C1 smoothness of the boundary of K in terms of a certain partial differentiability property of PK.
For an extraordinarily thorough study of metric projections we direct the reader to Zarantonello's book-length paper [10] ; much of what we have done was motivated by his work.
The definition of PK is equivalent, of course, to the condition that for each x in H Ilx -PKx\\ < ||x -v|| whenever^ G K.
It is elementary [10] to show that this is in turn equivalent to (1.1) (x -PKx, PKx ~y)^0 for each y E K.
The latter inequality (which will be referred to as the defining inequality for PK ) has a simple geometric interpretation: The linear functional on H defined by the inner product with the vector x -PKx attains its maximum on K at the point PKx.
Another way of looking at this is to define, for exists, is denoted by df(x). If the above limit exists uniformly for h in the unit ball of E (and is linear and continuous in h) we say that/is Fréchet differentiable at x and denote the corresponding linear operator by f'(x). These two definitions can be restated in the following form:
The 2. Basic properties of the derivatives of PK. When they exist, the bounded linear operators dP(x) and 7"(x) have some elementary operator-theoretic properties (such as symmetry and positivity) which do not depend on K; this section will be devoted to such results. Since dP(x) -P'(x) when the latter exists, our proofs can be restricted to the Gateaux derivative. We will usually assume that x E H\K; this is no real loss in generality, since (as will be seen in §3) the derivative of PK exists for points of K only in trivial cases.
Proposition.
The operators P'(x) and dP(x) have norm at most 1, and hence I -P'(x) and I -dP(x) are positive operators, that is, (h -dP(x)h, h)~> 0 for all h in H.
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use Proof. For t =£ 0 and any hEHwe have WdP(x)h\\ <\t\~x (\\P(x + th) -Px\\ + llo(OH) <\\h\\ + \t\-l\\o{t)\\, the latter inequahty holding because P is nonexpansive, so dP(x) clearly has norm at most 1. To see the positivity assertion, note that for any h in H, (h, dP(x)h)^ \\h\\ ■ \\dP(x)h\\ < ||h\\2 = (h, h), so 0 <</i, h -dP(x)h).
The first assertion in the next result is implicit in Asplund's work [1] and essentially the same result has been proved by Zarantonello [11] and Holmes [4] . For the sake of completeness we sketch a proof.
2.2 Proposition. The metric projection P onto the closed convex set K is the Fréchet derivative of the (convex) function
Consequently, when P'(x) (or dP(x)) exists it is the second derivative of f, hence is a positive and symmetric operator; that is, we always have (u, dP(x)u)> 0 and
Proof. It suffices to show that for fixed x and any h E H, we have The proof in [2] that/"(x) is always symmetric utilizes the Fréchet derivative, but takes place entirely in the finite dimensional subspace generated by x, u and v, hence applies equally well to the Gateaux derivative of /' = P. The convexity of / can be verified directly or one can write 2/(x) = ||x||2-inf{||x-^||2:jG/:} = sup{-2<x, y)+ \\y\\2:yEK) and recall that a supremum of affine functions is convex. Finally, the second derivative of a convex function is a positive operator [8] . The next proposition shows that dP(x) and P'(x) are (when they exist) within an orthogonal projection of being operators in the hyperplane //[*]. Proof. The first equality will follow from dP(x)(y -Pxy) = 0 (y E H). Since y -Pxy G //[x]^ = R(x -Rx), it suffices to prove that dP(x)(x -Px) = 0. But this is immediate from the definition of the Gateaux derivative and the fact that P[x + t(x -Px)] -Px = 0 whenever t > 0. The second equality is a consequence of the fact that since Px and dP(x) are symmetric, they necessarily commute. Proof. Since Py -P(Xx + (1 -X)Px) = Px it is easy to see what form dP(y) or P'(y) must have; in the latter case, for instance, the chain rule yields P'(y) o [XI + 1(1 -X)P'(x)] = P'(x) hence P'(y) = P'(x) ° [XI + (1 -X)P'(x)]~x. To see that this formula is, in fact, correct, we carry out the proof for the Gateaux derivative; the same kind of argument serves for the Fréchet derivative.
Note first that X/+ (1 -X)dP(x) actually is invertible. To show this we use Propositions 2.1 and 2.2 and the fact that an operator of the form 7 + 7 is invertible whenever T is positive. First, if 0 < X < 1 then we can write
while if X > 1, then
in either case we get essentially the identity operator plus a positive operator. Next, write A in place of the invertible operator XI + (1 -X)dP(x); we want to show that for any v E 77 P(y + tv) = Py + tdP(x)(A~xv) + o(t). Since P is nonexpansive and satisfies P[X(x + tu) + (1 -X)P(x + tu)] = P(x + tu), this yields P(y + tAu) = P(x + tu) + o(t) -Py + tdP(x)u + o(t), which was to be shown. To prove the next assertion, note that we have shown that dP(y) = dP(x) ° A~x. It follows easily from this that the restriction of dP(y) to the hyperplane H [y] = H[x] is one-one or onto if and only if dP(x) has the same behavior. Indeed, this is immediate once it is observed that A(H[x]) Ç H[x], that is, once we note that (z, x -Rx) = 0 imphes (using Proposition 2.3)
Suppose, finally, that P is (Fréchet) Ck in a neighborhood of x. Consider the function Fu = (XI + (1 -X)P)u; this is Ck in a neighborhood of x and since its derivative 7"'(*) -XI + (I -X)P'(x) at x is (as we have shown above) invertible, by the inverse function theorem there exist open neighborhoods U of x and V of y = Fx and a Ck function G: V -» U such that F(Gv) = v for v E V. Since P(Fu) = Pu for all u E 77 \ K we have, for v E V, P(v) = P[F(Gv)] = P(Gv); this shows that R is C* in V. 3 . The relationship between smoothness of K and smoothness of PK. Throughout most of this section we will be working with a closed convex set K that has nonempty interior, and we will characterize the smoothness of the boundary of K in terms of differentiability properties of PK. The simplest and most useful definition of "C* boundary" for this purpose is in terms of the Minkowski or (gauge) functional p for K. Recall that if x0 G int K, then the Minkowski functional p for K with respect to x0 is defined by n(x) =inf{t>0:
This is a nonnegative convex continuous function which vanishes at x0 (and perhaps elsewhere) and satisfies p[r(x -x0) + x0] = rp(x) whenever x G 77, r > 0. (In particular, p is positive homogeneous if x0 = 0.) Of special interest to us is the fact that the boundary dK of K is described by dK = (x G H: p(x) = 1}. Definition. We say that the boundary dK of K is Ck (k > 1) if for some x0 G int K the Minkowski functional ¡x with respect to x0 is k times continuously Fréchet differentiable in some neighborhood of 3ÍT. It is not difficult to apply the implicit function theorem to show that this definition is independent of the choice of the point x0. Holmes [4] has shown that it is equivalent to dK being (locally) a Ck embedding in H of an open subset of a hyperplane in H; this also shows that the definition is independent of the choice of x0. In view of these remarks we lose no generality in assuming that 0 G int K and in working with the Minkowski functional for K with respect to the origin. Henceforth, we will use ¡i to denote this Minkowski functional.
In discussing the smoothness of the boundary of K (or of a convex continuous function) it is worthwhile to keep in mind that if a convex continuous function / is Fréchet differentiable on some open convex set U, then it is in fact C1 in U. If/is Gateaux differentiable in U, then the differential map x -» df(x) is continuous from the norm to the weak topology. If it is norm to norm continuous, then / is actually Fréchet differentiable.
We next collect some basic facts about the derivatives of a Minkowski functional.
3.1 Proposition. Suppose that 0 G int K and that p is the Minkowski functional for K. Then (i) // p(x) > 0 and if d¡i(x) exists, then y = p(x)_1x G dK, y + d¡x(x) G K and P(y + dp:(x))=y.
(ii) If x G H\K and d¡í(Px) exists, then it equals (Px, x -Px)~x(x -Px). (iii) If dp.(x) exists and r > 0, then dn(rx) exists and equals dfi(x). (iv) If dp exists in a neighborhood of x and if the second derivative d2p. exists at x, then d2fi(x)x = 0. Whenever p' exists it equals d¡i, so the assertions above are valid for the Fréchet derivative.
Proof. Part (iii) follows directly from the positive homogeneity of p and (iv) follows from (iii). To prove (i), note that ¡i(y) = 1, so y E dK. The vector d¡x(x) is a subdifferential of p, that is, In particular (*) (dp(x),u)<l, uEK, and (dp(x), y) -1.
Consequently, (dfi(x), y + dß(x))= 1 + ||dp(x)||2 > 1, so y + d¡i(x) G K. Next, recall that for any vEH\K, the defining inequahty for Pv yields (v -Pv, Pv -w)> 0 for all u in K. Take v = y + dfi(x); to see that Rt> = y, we must show that for u E K, we have 0 < (dp.(x), y -u), and this is immediate from (*).
To prove (ii), we use the fact that d¡i(Px) is the unique element of H satisfying (rfp(Rx),u)< 1 (uEK) and (dp.(Px), Px) = 1.
Definition. If K is a closed convex set and x G K we define the support cone SK(x) (or simply S(x)) of K at x to be the closure of the set n {a(t:-x):As*0}. This is a closed convex cone with vertex at the origin which "supports" K in the sense that K C x + SK(x).
Zarantonello [10, p. 300 ] (see also Haraux [3] ) has proved the following lemma. It has been extended to spaces with nonsymmetric inner product by Mignot [6] .
3.2 Lemma (Zarantonello [10] ). For any x E K,
Thus, at each point x of K, the map PK has a directional derivative in every direction h, given by PS(xyh. Since the metric projection RS(x) will be linear only in the very special case when S(x) is a hnear subspace, it is clear that dP(x) does not generally exist (in our sense) at points x of K. In particular, if K ^ H has nonempty interior and x G dK, then SK(x) will not be a subspace, so dP(x) will not exist. A "partial derivative" will sometimes exist, however.
Definition. Suppose x EH and let M be a linear subspace of H. We say that R has a partial Gateaux [resp. Fréchet] derivative in M at x proVided there exists a bounded linear map Lof M into itself (called the partial derivative) such that
The next two results show that for K with nonempty interior, the Minkowski functional for K is Gateaux (resp. Fréchet) differentiable at a boundary point x of K if and only if the identity operator in 7[x] (the hyperplane through the origin parallel to the support hyperplane to K at x) is the Gateaux (resp. Fréchet) partial derivative in 7[x] of PK at x. The first of these results is rather immediate from Zarantonello's lemma. 
which is precisely what we wanted to prove. The converse to this result is slightly awkward to formulate; since we want to conclude that d¡x(x) exists, we do not have it available to define the "tangent space"
Suppose that 0 G int K, that p is the Minkowski functional for K and that x E dK. Let w =£ 0 be any element of H such that P(x + w) -x and suppose that the identity map for the hyperplane
Proof. By the defining inequality for P(x + w) we have 0 < sup{(«, w) : u E K] = (x,w).
Since P(x + rw) -Px -x for any r > 0 we can assume that this supremum equals 1. From the definition and positive homogeneity of p we conclude that
To prove Gateaux differentiabihty of p at x it suffices to show that w is the unique element with these two properties. Then for any h satisfying (h,w)= 0 and any t > 0 we have
Thus, (A, u)< 0; the same conclusion applies to -A so (A, v)-0 and hence v is a scalar multiple of w. But (x, v) = 1 = (x, w), so v = w and hence dfi(x) exists (and equals w). 
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use and this last term is o(h). We will use this fact to show that p'(x) exists and equals w, that is, p(x+y)=l + (w,y)+o(y), y EH.
First note that we can always write
If || y II is sufficiently small, then 1 + (w, y) ï* 2~ ', so assuming this we have By what we proved above, this is (1 + (w, y))o((l + (w, y))~xh). Since | (w, y)\\ \w\\ \\y\\ and ||A|| « (1 + ||w|| • ||x||)||.y||, this last term is o(y) and the proof is complete. We have the following simple but useful proposition, which shows that surjectivity of the derivative of P for a point of x outside of K implies the existence of a partial derivative of P at Rx. We need not assume that K has an interior point. Proof. We will carry out the proof for the Fréchet derivative; the proof for the Gateaux derivative is similar. Let A denote the restriction of P'(x) to the subspace 77 By hypothesis, Proof. In the hypotheses to Proposition 3.4 we can take the boundary point to be Rx and w -x -Px, so that H[x + w] -H[x]. Proposition 3.5 shows that the remaining hypotheses are satisfied and we can therefore conclude that dp.(Px) [(i'(Px)] exists and is given by w, provided the latter is normalized to have its supremum on K (which is necessarily attained at Rx) equal to 1. Thus, either derivative has the indicated form.
The example in §5 will show that the converse to this corollary is not valid. The next result is analogous to Proposition 3.5, getting a weaker conclusion from a slightly weaker hypothesis. 
Corollary. If 0 G int K and dP(x) exists and is one-one in H[x] for each
x E H\K, then the Minkowski functional for K is Gateaux differentiable wherever it is nonzero.
We next characterize C2 (and higher) smoothness of dK; half of this characterization has been proved by Holmes [4] , 3.9 Theorem (Holmes). If K has a Ck boundary (where k s= 2), then PK is Ck~l in H \K and P'(x) is invertible in H[x], for each x G H\K.
(The invertibility assertion does not appear in Holmes' statement of his theorem, but it is obvious from the formula he obtains for P'K(x).) 3.10 Theorem. Suppose that int K ^ 0 and that for some k> I the map PK is Ck in H\K, with P'(x) invertible in H[x] for each x E H\K; then the boundary of K is Ck+X.
Proof. Without loss of generality we assume 0 G int K and we let p denote the Minkowski functional for K. Fix a boundary point of K. We can assume that it is of the form Rx where xEH\K and (Px, x -Px)= 1. By Proposition 3.5, the existence and invertibility of R'(x) imply that i¡.'(Px) exists and is given by It is clear that F is Ck in H \ K and its derivative at u E H \ K is easily calculated to be F'u= (I, x -Px)Pu+ (u,x -Px)P'u.
We will verify below that F'x is an invertible operator in 77. Suppose that this has been done; we can then apply the inverse function Since G is Ck this implies that p' is Ck hence p is Ck+X in V. The latter is a neighborhood of 7x = (x, x -Px)Px so by positive homogeneity of p, it is Ck+X in a neighborhood of Rx. This being true for each x in H\K, we get the desired conclusion. It remains, of course, to prove that F'x is invertible; we will show that it is one-one and onto, One might hope that it is still possible to show the existence of P' in H\K (but not necessarily its invertibility in the appropriate tangent space) without assuming that p is C2. The example in §5 destroys this hope in a decisive way: P'x can fail to exist at each x E H\K even though p is C' with a locally Lipschitzian Fréchet derivative.
In the opposite direction, even in R2 it is possible for R to be C1 in 77 \K while p fails to be everywhere Gateaux differentiable; this will be shown in the next section.
Finally, we note that it is possible to prove a "point" version of Holmes' theorem: If p is Cx and if, for some x G H\K, the second derivative ¡x"(Px) exists, then P'x exists (and is invertible in H[x]). Our proof of this result is somewhat lengthy. 4. Metric projections of polar convex bodies. Suppose that K is bounded, closed and convex and that 0 G int K. Defining, as usual, 7X°= {yEH: (x,y)< 1 for all x EK], we know that K° is also bounded, closed and convex with the origin in its interior; moreover K00 = K. In what follows we will write P and R0 for PK and PKo respectively; our task is to relate differentiability properties of R0 to those of P.
Suppose that x E H\K; since x -Px (considered as a linear functional) attains its supremum on K at Px and since 0 G int K, we have (x -Px,Px)>0.
Let Qx = (x -Px, Px)~x(x -Px); then the supremum of Qx on K equals 1, and hence Qx E K° and (Qx, Rx)= 1. Furthermore, from the definition of K°, Px = (Qx + Px) -Qx attains its supremum (equal to 1) on AT0 at Qx, which implies that Qx + PxEH\K° (since (Px, Qx + Rx)= 1 + ||Rx||2 > 1 = (Px, Qx)) and P0(Qx + Px) = Qx. If X > 0, then Qx + XPx lies on the ray from Qx through Qx + Rx, so (1) P0(Qx + XPx) = Qx for all x EH\K,X>0.
We will exploit this relationship to compute the derivative of R0 in terms of P. We first do this for points of a special form; Proposition 2.5 then does it for arbitrary points.
Proposition. Suppose that x E H\K, that x = Rx + Qx, and that dP(x) [P'(x)] exists. Then x E H\K° and dP0(x) [R0'(x)] exists.
Proof. As we showed above, x = Px + Qx E H\K°; moreover, (x -Px, Px) = (Qx, Px)= 1. We will carry out the details of the proof for dPQ(x); it will be clear that a parallel argument yields the result for R0'(x). It is obvious that if dP( Proof. To prove the first assertion, it suffices to show that any point >> G H\K°l ies on a ray of the form {Qx + XPx: X > 0} for some xEH\K satisfying x -Px + Qx. Indeed, the last proposition then guarantees that R0 is differentiable at x and, since x = Px + Qx, equation (1) implies that Qx -R0x and Px = x -R0x, so that Qx + XPx -Xx + (1 -X)P0x whenever X > 0 and therefore Proposition 2.5 shows that R0 is differentiable at y. Given y E H\K°, then, we choose suitable x and X as follows. First, we define Q0 in terms of R0 as we did Q:
We next let x = P0y + Q0y. If we reverse the roles of K and K° in our initial discussion, we see immediately that x E H\K and that Rx = P(P0y + Q0y) = Q0y. are continuous (for x G H\K). Finally, from what we have just proved, both x and X are continuous functions of y; by appropriate substitutions we see that P¿(y) is continuous in y.
This corollary leads to easy examples showing that one cannot deduce much about the smoothness of a convex body merely from the differentiability of its metric projection.
4.3 Example. There exists a centrally symmetric convex body K° in R2 whose metric projection is Cx in R2\K° but K° does not have a Gateaux differentiable Minkowski functional.
Proof. It is easy to construct C2 smooth centrally symmetric convex bodies K in R2 whose boundaries contain straight line segments. The polar K° of such a set will have "corners", hence will not be (Gateaux) smooth. By Holmes' theorem (Theorem 3.9), the metric projection for K will be C1 in R2\AT, hence by Corollary 4.2, the projection for A:0 will be Cx in R2 \K°.
One can also write down explicit formulas for such examples; for instance, the graph of the convex function /(x) = x4/3 + |x| can be considered to define a convex body K in R2 which clearly fails to be differentiable at 0. A laborious verification shows that the metric projection of R2 onto K is Cx. It is clear that Bx is a bounded closed convex and symmetric set and that (since R2, say, is weakly compact) the set B is closed, as well as being bounded, symmetric, and convex, with the origin in its interior.
More notation. Let Px and R denote the metric projections of L2 onto Bx and B, respectively, and let ||| • ||| denote the (equivalent) norm on L2 defined by the Minkowski functional for R. The L1 norm on L2 is denoted by 11 • • ||,.
Proposition.
(1) The metric projection P onto B is nowhere Fréchet differentiable, despite the fact that (2) The norm ||| ■ • ||| defined by B is Fréchet differentiable at every nonzero point and its differential map D: L2 \ {0} -» L2 is locally Lipschitzian. This can be deduced from Vainberg's methods [9] or proved directly; the sufficiency portion uses the fact that for r^=±l, the derivative G'(r) exists, has modulus at most 1 and is continuous. One uses the mean value theorem for G and dominated convergence to show that dPx(f)h = (G' ° f)h.
The metric projection P can be expressed in terms of Px by using the following general result. 5.2 Lemma. Let E be a strictly convex space and let K be a weakly compact convex subset of E. If U denotes the closed unit ball of E, then B -K + U is a closed convex set and its ( set-valued ) metric projection P is given, for x E E\B, by p(*H'+iï*^:'GP*(4 On the other hand, if / ^ 0, then for the indicated choices of g and A it is clear that the inequalities above become equality.
Since the sum of any two norms is strictly convex whenever one of them is strictly convex the result above shows that the norm dual to III • • ||| is strictly convex, hence III ■ ■ m itself is smooth; that is, it is Gateaux differentiable at each nonzero point u EL2. We need to relate the differential at u to u itself.
6. If m u||| = 1, then the Gateaux differential Du of \\\ ■ -||| at u is the unique nonzero element/G L2 satisfying: 11/11, + 11/11 = 1 and u = ux + Il/II-1/, where ux -sgn /on {t:f(t) ¥= 0} and | ux |< 1 elsewhere. Proof. The differential Du is the unique element / of L2 which has dual norm equal to 1 and which, as a functional on L2, attains its supremum on B at u; by part 5, this means we can write u in the indicated form.
7. If mum = 1 = mom, then ||Z)m-Dell <2||u-o||.
Proof. Let/ = Du, g = Dv and apply part 6 to write u = u, + ||/1|~'/, v = vx + Il g II ~ ]g, where u,, vx have the indicated properties and 11/11, + 11/11 = 1 -11*11, + llgll. Now, by the triangle inequality n/-gii < ii/ii • iKii/ir1/-iigir'g)n +11(11/11 • iigir'g-g)!!.
The first summand is dominated by ||w -u|| since ||/|| < 1. The second term is (using the norm constraints on/and g) |ll/l|-||gll| = |ll/ll(llgll1 + llgll)-||gll(ll/ll, +11/11)1 = |ll/ll-llgll,-Hgll-II/II, |<ll(ll/llg-llgll/)H, < ii(ii/iig -iigii/)ii = ii/ii • iigii • iidigir'g -n/ir'/)n < ii« -©n, which completes the proof of 7.
To complete assertion (2) of the proposition we recall several facts. First, for any element x ^ 0 of a Banach space with Gateaux differentiable norm, the differential D(x) of the norm at x is a functional of norm one and D(rx) = D(x) for any r > 0. It follows that if D is Lipschitzian on the unit sphere, then it is Lipschitzian in the complement of any neighborhood of 0, and locally Lipschitzian in E \ {0}. The fact that the norm ||| • • ||| is Fréchet differentiable in this same set is a consequence of the general fact referred to in §3, namely that a norm to norm continuous Gateaux differential of a convex function is, in fact, the Fréchet differential. We conclude with an example which has been mentioned previously by Mignot [6] (in the nonseparable case).
Example. Let T be a nonempty set and let K be the closed convex positive cone in /2(r); that is, K= {*= (x(Y)):x(y)^0forallYGr}.
(i) For x G /2(r), we have PK(x) = (x(y)+ ).
(ii) If T is uncountable, then PK is nowhere Gateaux differentiable.
(iii) If T is countably infinite, then PK is nowhere Fréchet differentiable and is Gateaux differentiable at x = (x") if and only if x" ^ 0 for all n.
Proof. Part (i) is easy to verify, and it is also easy to check that if x(y) = 0 for some y, then the derivative of PK in the y-coordinate direction fails to exist. This proves the only if part of (iii) and all of (ii). If x" ¥= 0 for all n, then one checks that dP(x) = (sgn x+ ). Finally, if x" ¥= 0 for all n, with (say) x" > 0 for infinitely many n, let a" = -2x" for such values of n and then verify that a;x[P(x + anSn) -Px-andP(x)on]~0, where 8n is the «th coordinate vector in l2. This shows that P'(x) does not exist and completes the proof.
